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STAR FRAGMENTS IN OXYGEN AND HELIUM UNDER BOMBARDMENT BY 90 MEV NEUTRONS 

James Tracy and Wilson M. Powell 

May 4, 1949 

Very soon after the 184-inch cyclotron1 began to operate, a cloud chamber was 

1 W. M. Brobeck, E. 0. Lawrence, et al. Phys. Rev. 71 9 449 (1947) 

placed in the beam of high energy neutrons2 that was produced when the 195 Mev deuterons 

2 R. Serber9 Phys. Rev. 72, 1007 (1947) 

struck a target in the cyclotron tank. These neutrons were observed to produce stars 

in the gas of~the cloud chamber. In individual cases it was always difficult to tell 

what nucleus was disintegrating. Since oxygen is always prese~t in the cloud chamber 

vapor, it was considered profitable to undertake a detailed study of the characteristics 

of oxygen stars in the hope that they might be distinguished from other stars in 

future studies. 

The cloud· ~hamber3 contained oxygen, helium9 and water vapor with a total 

3 Keith Brueckner 9 Walter HmXsough, Evans Hayward, and W. M. Powell, Phys. Rev. 75, 
555 (1948) 

pressure of about half an atmosphere. The helium was introduced to minimize multiple 

scattering and to produce the low stopping power of 0.17 relative to air. Low 

stopping power was desirable in order to produce long tracks on which accurate 

curvature measurements could be made. The inclusion of the helium had another and 

unpremeditated advantage; namely, it made possible the study of helium disintegrations 

which are qualitatively quite different from those in oxygen. 

Eighty=two stars were studied. Of 48 two-prong stars, 14 were thought to be 
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helium and 14 to be oxygen stars. The other twenty 2-prong stars could not be 

identified. In addition there were twenty 3-prong, eight 4-prong and six 5-prong 

stars allv necessarily, from oxygen.· In comparing these oxygen stars with the 

carbon stars in other cloud chamber experiments no distinguishing characteristics 

were found. 

The Hp distr~bution for the helium, oxygen, and unidentified 2-prong stars 

is shown in Fig. 1. It was not possible to plot energy rather than Hf because the 

mass of the individual particles was usually not known. ~e angular distribution 

of all particles from all stars is plotted in Fig. 2. The. scatter angle, e, is 

measured relative to forward direction of the neutron beam. It has been left in the 

laboratory system of reference because the momenta of the individual incident 

neutrons was unknown. There was found to be no marked difference in the angular 

distribution for the separate categories of stars as listed above. Further, it 

was impossible to determine whether or not the angular distribution of light and 

heavy fragments was different. 

The analysis of these stars was complicated by the probable presence of 

secondary neutrons in nearly all cases. This fact, coupled with the energy spread 

of the incident neutrons, drastically curtailed the effective use of energy, momentum, 

and mass balances. A charge balance, although ambiguous for two-prong stars where 

either two or eight charges could have been involved, was more useful. Most important, 

however, was the identification of as many as possible of the individual prongs. The 

possible parameters available for this purpose were Hf , range~ change of Hf with 

range, and specific ionization (as indicated by track density). Generally, good 

deter;minations of at least two of these QUantities were reQuired. Even then it was 

possible to identify only the hydrogen and helium isotopes with any certainty because 

of the overlapping characteristics of heavier particles. 

Because of the difficulties, it is not surprising that only one oxygen and seven 
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helium stars could be ·reasonably well analyzed. The probable fragments of the 

5-prong oxygen star (see Fig. 3) were a proton~ a tritonp three alpha-particles P and 

a secondary neutron. (The term "secondary neutron" includes any neutron emanating 

from a disintegration whether it be the scattered neutron or one initially in the 

target nucleus.) This star was exceptional in that there were at least two parameters 

applicable to the identification of each prong. Measurement accuracies were enhanced 

because all tracks lay within 16 degrees of the horizontal. The analysis may be 

briefly summarized as follows: For convenience the prongs are numbered from 1 to 5. 

No. 1 was very light and had a large Hf definitely identifying it as Hl or H2. The 

Hf and density of #3 was theoome as that of #4. No. 3 and #4 were, therefo-re, 

identical particles. Charge balance considerations re~uired that they have no more 

than 2 charges apiece and change of Hf with range data narrowed the choice for #3 

and #4 to He 4 or~. No. 5 had a smaller Ht and slightly lesg density than #3 and 

#4. This comparison with #3 and #4 together with its change of Hf suggested #5 to 

be .H2
9 He 3, or possibly H3. The Rfv short range, and medium density of #2 were 

such as to ·strongly suggest a helium or lithium isotope. ·Finally, after careful 

comparison of the Ef 9 s and relative track densities of #3; #4, and #5 while maintain

ing a charge balance, it was concluded that #2 was doubly~charged, #3 and #4 were 

He4!s and #5 was H3. Range-Ef comparison then re~uired that #2 be He4 or He6. A 

mass balance eliminated He6• 

At this point the mass and charge of all but prong #1 had been assigned. No. 

1 was either Hl or W. The total of 1? mass units involved in the reaction re~uired 

that lf #1 was a proton that there be a neutron left over and that if it was a 

deuteron that there were no secondary neutrons. To decide between these two pos-

sibilities and to check further on the reasonableness of the other prong identifica-

tions 9 an energy and transverse momentum balance were attempted. The components of 

momentum (in Hf x charge units) transverse to the incident beam direction did not 
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quite balance auto It should be noted here that momentum in Hf x charge units does 

not involve. mass explicityo The momentum of an unseen neutron could have accounted 

for this discrepancy. When #1 was assumed to be a deuteron there were no extra neutrons 

and the kinetic energy of the incident neutron could be calculated in two ways; (1) 

from the momentum of the incident neutron as given by the sum of. the forward components 

of momentum of the fragments and (2) from the sum of the kinetic energies of the 

fragments plus the binding energy of the reactiono The former value was 12 Mev great-

er than the latter value of 74 Mevo On the other hand 9 a plausible energy balance 

was achieved when #1 was assumed a proton by giving the extra neutron an energy of 

4 Mevo This led to an incident neutron energy of 89 Mev very close to the most 

probable value of 90 Mevo Thus 9 though the measurement uncertainty extremes were 

such as not to exclude #1 from being a deuterons it was most probably a proton. 

The 2=prong stars were not necessarily easier to analyze than other starso 

Many consisted of one lightly ionizing track and a very short heavy track for which no 

~ could be measuredo Although the light track could usually be identified as an 

isotope of hydrogen 9 it was not possible to establish whether the short track was 

hydrogen or nitrogen since even a proton when of such short range is heavily ionizing. 

Only when the second track was lightly ionizing or long enough to obtain a good Hp 

measurement was it possible to distinguish clearly between helium stars and 2-prong 

oxygen starso 

In 7 of the 14 identified helium stars 9 it was possible to obtain an Hf 

determination for each of the two prongs and 9 thereforep to attempt momentum and 

energy balances o 
. 

The failure of the transverse momenta to cancel in five of these 
I 

stars definitely established the presence of one or more secondary neutronso In the 

two other cases 9 the transverse momenta balanced within the experimental errors thus 

indicating that there may have been no secondary neutrons in the disintegrationo 

The five nucleons and two charges involved in a helium 2-prong star allowed 
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eight possible combinations of fragments. Even where secondary neutrons were 

assumed present, a minimum energy for the incident neutron could be calculated. 

Those combinations were rejected which led to energies higher than could reasonably 

be expected from the known energy distribution of the neutron beam. In most cases 

it was possible to establish which of the two prongs had the greater mass by compar-

ing Hf'S and track densitieso 

~e probable fragments of these seven helium stars are tabulated below: 

Stars Nos. 1 and 2 ~ + n1 or H2 + H3 

3 and 4 Hl + H3 + nl 

5 2H2 + nl 

6 Hl + H2 + 2n1 

7 Hl + H2 + 2n1 or H1 + H3 + n1 

This work was done under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission. 

LMB/5-17-49 . 
Information Division 
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Prong a ·~ f>s R bR l's 
No. ( deg.) (deg.) (em) ( cm.Cf ( cmCf (cmT 

1 + 2 114! 1 56 :t 1 -12 - - - -
2 -13 !: 3 130 + 1 14.0 + 0.5 4.0 + 0.1 - - -

+ ! 1 + - + 3 11.5 2 -60 37.5 0.5 - 11 36 - 1 

4 1 + 1 ± 1 38.5 + 0.5 21 + 1 - -10 - 35 -

5 + 1 1 ! 1 27.5 ± 0.5 20 19 + 1 7.5- -

Magnetic fie~d (H) = 1.35 x 104 gauss. 

Measured Data on the 5~prong Oxygen Star. 

a is the dip angle the plane of the track made with the horizontal 

plane containing the neutron beam. ~ is the angle at the origin between the 

forward direction of the neutron beam and the horizontal projection of the 

track. f8 is the slant radius of curvature at the origin measured in the 

plane of the track. The equivalent H~ is given approximately by Hfs cos a. 

Ra is the range in the cloud chamber. The range in air for the gas mixture 

used is given by 0.17 EQ ! 10 %0 · bRg is the distance along the track from 

its origin at which a second slant radius fs2 was measured. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

..... ~:.":' . These Hf' s are .the- equivalent values which the fragments would have 

had if' travelling normally to the magnetic field. The magnetic field used 

was 13,000 gauss. 

Angular Distribution Qf' All Part:t.cles from All Stars. 
. ··;~·· 

The distribution is given in the laboratory system. The scatter ... 
angle, e, is measured relative to the forward-neutron beam direction. 

Five-Prong OXygen StarA 

The origin is near the double-cross fiducial mark. The direction 

of' the neutron beam is given by the white arrow • 

,_ 
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